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ABSTRACT 
 
Novel materials for Li-ion batteries is one of the principle thrust areas for 
current research in energy storage, more so than most, considering its  widespread use 
in portable electronic gadgets and plug-in electric and hybrid cars. One of the major 
limiting factors in a Li-ion battery’s energy density is the low specific capacities of 
the active materials in the electrodes. In the search for high-performance anode 
materials for Li-ion batteries, many alternatives to carbonaceous materials have been 
studied. Both cubic and amorphous silicon can reversibly alloy with lithium and have 
a theoretical capacity of 3500 mAh/g, making silicon a potential high density anode 
material. However, a large volume expansion of 300% occurs due to changes in the 
structure during lithium insertion, often leading to pulverization of the silicon. To this 
end, a class of silicon based cage compounds called clathrates are studied for 
electrochemical reactivity with lithium.  Silicon-clathrates consist of silicon 
covalently bonded in cage structures comprised of face sharing Si20, Si24 and/or Si28 
clusters with guest ions occupying the interstitial positions in the polyhedra. Prior to 
this, silicon clathrates have been studied primarily for their superconducting and 
thermoelectric properties. In this work, the synthesis and electrochemical 
characterization of two categories of silicon clathrates – Type-I silicon clathrate with 
aluminum framework substitution and barium guest ions (Ba8AlxSi46-x) and Type-II 
silicon clathrate with sodium guest ions (Nax Si136), are explored.   
 The Type-I clathrate, Ba8AlxSi46-x consists of an open framework of 
aluminium and silicon, with barium (guest) atoms occupying the interstitial positions. 
ii 
 
X-ray diffraction studies have shown that a crystalline phase of clathrate is obtained 
from synthesis, which is powdered to a fine particle size to be used as the anode 
material in a Li-ion battery. Electrochemical measurements of these type of clathrates 
have shown that capacities comparable to graphite can be obtained for up to 10 cycles 
and lower capacities can be obtained for up to 20 cycles. Unlike bulk silicon, the 
clathrate structure does not undergo excessive volume change upon lithium 
intercalation, and therefore, the crystal structure is morphologically stable over many 
cycles. X-ray diffraction of the clathrate after cycling showed that crystallinity is 
intact, indicating that the clathrate does not collapse during reversible intercalation 
with lithium ions. Electrochemical potential spectroscopy obtained from the cycling 
data showed that there is an absence of formation of lithium-silicide, which is the 
product of lithium alloying with  diamond cubic silicon.  
 Type II silicon clathrate, NaxSi136, consists of silicon making up the 
framework structure and sodium (guest) atoms occupying the interstitial spaces. 
These clathrates showed very high capacities during their first intercalation cycle, in 
the range of 3,500 mAh/g, but then deteriorated during subsequent cycles. X-ray 
diffraction after one cycle showed the absence of clathrate phase and the presence of 
lithium-silicide, indicating the disintegration of clathrate structure. This could explain 
the silicon-like cycling behavior of Type II clathrates.  
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1. Introduction 
      1.1.    Aim and Purpose 
Climate change and global warming have become major concerns in the 
last few decades, and renewable energy based technologies are seen as major 
contributors to its mitigation
1
. At present, over 83% of our energy needs are met 
by fossil fuels
2
, and increasing demand for energy puts a strain on existing 
resources. Therefore, there is an urgent need to focus our attention on developing 
viable renewable energy technologies.  
 In this context, we arrive at a situation where a bulk of the energy needs to 
be stored so as to be of use when there is greater need for it. This scenario is 
especially true in the case of solar and wind energy, where the peak energy output 
does not always coincide with peak energy demand. Thus, efficient energy 
storage devices are of great importance to ensure that our energy needs are met. 
Rechargeable battery technology has many advantages as an energy storage 
mechanism. Currently, conventional battery technologies such as lead acid and 
nickel cadmium, are being replaced by lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries, nickel-metal 
hydride batteries and fuel cells. Among these, Li-ion technology stands as a 
frontrunner and market leader.  
 The motivation behind using Li-ion batteries is that lithium is the lightest 
and most electropositive metal, thereby lending it a very high energy density
3
 
(Figure 1). Li-ion batteries have very good cycleability, they can be fabricated in 
different shapes and sizes, and require relatively less maintenance in comparison 
2 
 
to other battery technologies. Owing to their inherent advantages, they are being 
widely used in consumer electronics and for some off-grid power storage 
applications. Over the last few years, they have entered the hybrid/electric vehicle 
market, and are seen as a serious contender to power electric cars in the near 
future. Research is still in progress to further improve their performance, cost and 
safety aspects. 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of various battery technologies in terms of energy 
density. Adapted from ref.
3
 
 
The need for developing anodes for Li-ion batteries with higher capacities 
and energy density has led to a great deal of research in silicon-based materials. 
Silicon is an attractive candidate for this purpose due to its low discharge 
potential and the highest known theoretical capacity
4
. The goal of this thesis is to 
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study a new class of silicon-based materials called silicon-clathrates as potential 
anode materials for Li-ion batteries. 
      1.2.    History of Li-ion Batteries 
Of all metals, lithium is the lightest and has the greatest electrochemical 
potential. Lithium was first tested as an electrode by G. N. Lewis in 1912, who 
was the first to study its electrode potential
5
. However, it was only after 1976 that 
the first rechargeable Li-ion batteries were commercially made available 
following M. S. Whittingham’s proposal at Exxon6. These batteries consisted of 
LiS2 as cathode and Li metal as anode. A major problem with this battery was the 
formation of dendrites on the surface of the Li anode that happened due to the 
repeated removal and deposition of Li as ions from the surface. These dendrites 
often tended to rupture the membrane separating the two electrodes, leading to a 
short-circuit that proved dangerous on account of the highly flammable organic 
electrolytes that were used in the batteries.  
The discovery of intercalation of Li ion in certain materials paved the way 
for some significant advancements in Li-ion battery technology. Reversible 
intercalation of lithium in graphite was shown by Rachid Yazami et al. in 1983
7
. 
Intercalation is the process where metal ions are reversibly inserted and removed 
from a host without significantly altering its structure. Yazami et al.
7
 showed 
intercalation in graphite using Li ions in a lithium - graphite half-cell and a 
polymer electrolyte. A few years later, Goodenough proposed the first 
commercially viable cathode materials from the family LixMO2 (M = Co, Ni or 
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Mn)
8. Eventually, the research by Goodenough’s team gave birth to the first 
commercial Li ion battery, brought forth by Sony in 1991
9,10
.  
      1.3.    Working Principle 
 An electrical battery is a device consisting of one or more electrochemical 
cells that can store electrical energy in the form of chemical energy. There are two 
kinds of batteries: primary and secondary. Primary batteries cannot be recharged 
because the chemical reactions that give rise to the electrical energy are non-
reversible, and once used, they must be discarded. In secondary batteries, the 
chemical reactions can be reversed by switching terminals and feeding power 
from an external source. As a result, they can be used multiple times, and often 
have cycle lives of hundreds to thousands of cycles. A Li ion battery is a 
secondary battery because the chemical energy is stored and dissipated through 
redox reactions via intercalation of Li ions between the positive and negative 
electrodes i.e. the Li ions move back and forth between the two electrodes as the 
battery charges and discharges. This character of Li ion batteries lends them the 
name of “Rocking-chair” batteries11.  
There are four primary components in a Li ion battery: anode, cathode, 
separator and electrolyte. The anode acts as the negative electrode which donates 
electrons and oxidizes during discharge. The cathode is the positive electrode and 
accepts electrons and gets reduced. The two electrodes are separated by the 
separator, a polymeric semi-permeable membrane that prevents direct contact of 
the electrodes, while allowing the ions to pass through. The electrode, typically an 
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organic salt of Li in an organic solvent, provides the medium for the Li ions to 
travel between the two electrodes. Figure 2 shows a schematic of a commercial Li 
ion battery consisting of a graphite based anode and LiMOx based cathode (M = 
Ni, Co or Mn). 
 
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of Li-ion cell during charging and discharging. Li 
ions travel through the electrolyte and intercalate in and out of the graphite anode 
and the LiMOx cathode (M = Co, Mn, Ni). Adapted from ref
12
 
 
      1.4.    Quantities for characterizing Li ion Batteries 
 1.4.1.    Voltage 
 The theoretical standard cell potential, E  cell is given by the difference 
between the standard electrode potential of the cathode, E  cathode, and the standard 
electrode potential of the anode, E  anode.  
E  cell = E  cathode - E  anode 
The standard electrode potentials of the respective cathode and anode materials 
can be obtained from the electrochemical series. Alternately, the above equation 
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can be expressed as the difference between the standard Gibbs free energy of 
formation of the products and the reactants.  
     
      
                
             
The Gibbs free energy of formation of each of the components is related to the 
standard electrode potential by the relation, 
   
         
Here, E is the voltage between the electrodes,   is the stoichiometric number of 
electrons used up in the electrode reaction, and F is the Faraday’s constant, the 
charge of 1 Mol of electrons (96,485 C). Using the above relation, the theoretical 
voltage of a reaction can be calculated based on the Gibbs free energy of 
formation of the reactants and products.  
 For Li ion batteries, the potential across the battery is a measure of the 
difference in chemical potential of Li in each electrode. In an open circuit 
configuration, the open-circuit voltage, Eoc is given by: 
      
      
      
   
  
  
Where    
  and     
  are the chemical potentials of Li at the cathode and anode 
respectively. In open circuit mode,     
  >    
  when the cell is fully charged. On 
discharging, the transfer of Li ions from the higher potential anode to the lower 
potential cathode causes a change in the chemical potentials of Li in the two 
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electrodes. Work is done in this process. The rate of Li ion transfer controls the 
magnitude of current generated by the cell. The chemical potential of Li ion in the 
electrode during the discharge process is given by the Nernst equation: 
      
          
Where   
  is the chemical potential of the species   in its standard state,    is the 
activity of the species, R is the ideal gas constant ( . 1   /  Mol) and T is the 
temperature. The activity of the species is the effective concentration of that 
species, hence the chemical potential can be said to be a function of the Li 
concentration in each of the electrodes. Since the Li ion concentration in the 
electrodes is changing over time, only the overall potential difference across the 
cell can be obtained at any point in time. In order to study the potential 
characteristics of the electrodes separately, a third electrode, called the reference 
electrode is used. In a Li ion battery system, the reference electrode typically used 
is a piece of Li metal immersed in a 1 M Li
+
 ion electrolyte solution. The 
reduction potential of the Li/Li
+
 couple is -3.04 V vs the standard hydrogen 
electrode (SHE).  
 Alternatively, half-cells may be used to separately study each electrode. 
The half-cell consists of a Li metal counter electrode and the active material as the 
working electrode. A reference electrode of Li metal may also be used, in which 
case the current passed between the working electrode and counter electrode, 
while the voltage drop is measured across the working electrode and the reference 
electrode.  
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 1.4.2.    Capacity 
 The capacity of a battery is the product of the current drawn from the 
battery and the number of hours that the current can be drawn before fully 
draining the battery. The capacity of an electrode material is the amount of charge 
that it can store. Capacity is represented in terms of gravimetric capacity or 
volumetric capacity. Volumetric capacity is used in applications where the size of 
the battery takes precedence over the weight. The common unit used for 
measuring capacity is milli-Amp-hour per gram for gravimetric capacity, and 
milli-Amp-hour per cm
3
 for volumetric capacity. The general expression for 
specific gravimetric capacity is given by: 
    
  
  
      mAh/g 
Where    is the mass of the electro-active component,   is the number of 
electrons transferred per mole of reaction and F is the Faraday’s constant. For Li 
ion batteries, since only one electron is transferred per Li
+
, the capacity of the 
electrode can be calculated if the stoichiometry of the lithiated material, LixA is 
known. The specific gravimetric capacity is given by: 
    
      
      
      mAh/g 
Where   is the amount of Li in LixA and   is the molecular weight of the active 
material. The specific volumetric capacity is the product of the specific  
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gravimetric capacity and the density (  of the material: 
           mAh/cm
3
 
The Coulombic efficiency (CE) is the ratio of the measured discharge (DC) and 
charge (C) capacities. 
      
    
    
      
Coulombic efficiency is a measure of the reversibility of the cycling process. A 
Coulombic efficiency of near 100% indicates the lithiation/delithiation process is 
reversible. In anode materials, it is commonly seen that there is a large drop in the 
CE in the first cycle. In graphite, this drop is around 70%. This drop occurs due to 
the decomposition of the electrolyte on the surface of the anode at low potentials, 
forming a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer over the anode surface. This 
surface layer is passivated after the first cycle, and therefore, the drop is not 
observed in subsequent cycles. 
 1.4.3.    Energy Density 
 The gravimetric energy density, or specific energy of an electrode, E can 
be calculated from the product of the gravimetric specific capacity, CG and the 
average potential at which the lithiation occurs, V. 
E = VCG 
10 
 
The specific energy is measured in units of Wh/kg. The volumetric energy density 
follows the same analogy, and is calculated by the product of the volumetric 
specific capacity and the average voltage of lithiation. The unit of volumetric 
energy density is Wh/L. The gravimetric energy density of the entire battery must 
include the weights of the non-active components such as the electrolyte, 
separator, current collectors and battery casing. Therefore, even though energy 
densities of around 560 Wh/kg have been obtained for the active components, the 
overall energy density is only half of this value due to the added weight of the 
non-active components.  
 While the above expressions provide an easy method of calculating the 
energy density, it must be noted that the voltage of lithiation is not necessarily 
constant, and may taper with increasing lithiation in the case of a single phase 
reaction, or have multiple plateaus indicating different 2-phase regions during the 
lithiation process. Therefore, it is important to consider the energy density based 
on the entire voltage profile. 
 1.4.4. Power 
 The power of a battery is the rate at which energy can be drawn from the 
battery. It relates to the amount of current that can be drained from the battery 
during discharge. In most cases, a large current output leads to polarization and iR 
losses. These are caused due to limitations in the solid state diffusion kinetics in 
the active materials and the electrolyte. The rate performance of batteries is 
measured at different C rates. 1C is defined as the amount of current needed to 
11 
 
fully discharge a battery in 1 hour. It is theoretically equal to the product of the 
gravimetric specific capacity and the mass of active material, m. 
1C = mCG 
To find the current needed to discharge in different times, we divide the C rate by 
the number of hours. For example, the current needed to discharge a battery in 10 
hours is C/20. Similarly, a battery discharged at 6C will fully discharge in 10 
minutes. 
 1.4.5.    Battery Testing Protocols 
 The primary protocol used to study the behavior of batteries upon cycling 
is called galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation (GCPL). The performance 
of a battery is determined as a function of its charge and discharge conditions, i.e. 
a given rate within a given potential range. The current is imposed, but some 
potential limitations are possible for both charge and discharge. The galvanostatic 
current rate can be expressed in terms of current per active mass of material, 
mA/g or µA/mg. 
 Another protocol used for studying the cycling behavior using a potential 
controlled mode is potentiodynamic cycling with galvanostatic acceleration 
(PCGA). The potential sweep conditions can be defined by the user by setting the 
potential step amplitude and the duration of each step. PCGA is a direct method 
for determining the incremental capacities,        of insertion electrode 
material. This method has direct application in determining the voltage profile vs 
12 
 
the differential capacity of the electrode material during charge and discharge, a 
technique called electrochemical potential spectroscopy (EPS). The quality of the 
   
    determination is better in PCGA mode than that obtained by derivation 
of titration curve under galvanostatic mode because of the significant noise on the 
potential derivative with respect to charge (or time).  
      1.5.    Introduction to Silicon Clathrates 
 The term clathrate is derived from the Latin word, “clathratus”, meaning 
“endowed with a lattice”. A clathrate is a compound formed by the inclusion of 
one kind of atom or molecule in the cavity or cage of a sequestering lattice of 
another molecule. Humphrey Davy discovered the first known clathrate 
compound, a chlorine-water molecule, in 1811
13
. This and other analogous 
compounds discovered later on were named gas hydrates, because the gas 
molecules are trapped in ice. The first silicon analogue of gas hydrates, Na8Si46, 
was reported by Kasper et al.
14
 in 1965. This silicon clathrate was isomorphic 
with the gas hydrates. Further investigations by Cros et al.
15
 and Gallmeier et al.
16
 
revealed new structures consisting of frameworks made of Si, Ge or Sn atoms 
encapsulating alkali and alkaline earth metals. Over the last few decades, silicon 
clathrates have been widely studied for a wide range of applications, from 
potential thermoelectric materials, to hydrogen storage and superconductivity. 
Thermoelectric behavior of clathrates has been of particular interest
17,18,19,20
 
because they possess atomic-size voids that can encapsulate heavy- ions that 
undergo large anharmonic vibrations (“rattling”) and scatter phonons effectively, 
13 
 
a property which lends them glass-like low thermal conductivity. Another 
criterion for thermoelectric materials, electrical conductivity can be achieved by 
doping them to different levels with large alkali and alkaline earth metals. Interest 
in the superconducting properties of clathrates spiked after it was discovered that 
its carbon analogue, C60 was superconducting for up to 30 K when doped
21
. Many 
studies have since been carried out in this area
22,23,24,25
.  The discovery of partial 
filling of the cages in the clathrates have led to incorporation of hydrogen 
molecules in those empty voids
26,27
. Based on the level of doping, clathrates can 
be tuned to behave as metals
28
, semiconductors
29
 and superconductors
22,30
, while 
other compositions have been studied for their magnetic properties
31,32
. However, 
despite many years of research in the above-mentioned fields, the electrochemical 
energy storage properties of clathrates have not been previously studied, and their 
electrochemical properties are relatively unknown. This work aims to understand 
the electrochemical aspects of silicon clathrates and to study them as a viable 
candidate for Li ion battery anodes.  
 1.5.1.    Type I and II clathrates 
 The definition of clathrate is a cage compound with inclusions. While this 
is a generalized definition, there are many different types of crystal structures 
amongst clathrates; nine in total
18
. Of these, Type I and II are studied in this work 
for their electrochemical characteristics. Clathrates consist of a covalently bonded 
framework of group 14 elements such as Si, Ge or Sn
33,34,35,36
, encapsulating 
alkali metals such as Na, K, Cs
37
 or alkaline earth metals such as Ba, Sr and 
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Eu
38,32,39
. The framework is built up of cages composed of pentagonal and 
hexagonal ring structures. Type I clathrates form in the Pm-  n space group (#223) 
and consist of two types of polyhedra, dodecahedra (E20) and tetrakaidecahedra 
(E24)
18
. Type I clathrates form in the Fd-  m space group (#227) and consist of 
two types of polyhedra, dodecahedra (E20) and hexakaidecahedra (E28)
40
.  
 1.5.2.    Crystal Structure of Type I clathrates 
 Type I clathrates can be represented by the general formula M8E46, where 
M is an alkali or alkaline earth metal, and E is a group 14 element. Other 
variations of Type I clathrate also exist, such as M8P16E30, where P replaces E in 
the framework lattice. P can be a group 3 metal such as Al, or a d-group element 
such as Zn, Cd, Fe or Bi
41,42,28
. The Type I clathrate consists of two 20-member 
pentagonal dodecahedra, E20 formed by 12 pentagonal faces that create voids with 
  m symmetry, and six 24 membered tetrakaidecahedra, E24 formed by 12 
pentagonal and 2 hexagonal rings that create voids with 4m2 symmetry
41,36
. This 
gives rise to a unit cell formed in the Pm-  n space group with cubic symmetry. 
The framework atoms occupy the 6c, 16i and 24k positions, while the guest atoms 
occupy the 2a and 6d positions. The Type I clathrate structure has a larger inter-
atomic separation as compared to the diamond Si form, and have on average, ~15% 
larger cell volume, thereby exhibiting an open framework structure
18
.  
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Figure 5. Crystal structure of Type I clathrate made up of 2 dodecahedra, E20 and 
6 tetrakaidecahedra, E24 cages consisting of group 14 atoms. The encapsulated 
guest atoms (Na, K, Ba etc) are shown in grey. Dodecahedron and 
tetrakaidecahedron are shown individually. Reprinted with permission from ref 
43
. 
 
1.5.3.    Crystal Structure of Type II clathrates 
Type II clathrates can be represented by the general formula MxE136, 
where M is an alkali or alkaline earth metal, and E is a group 14 element. The 
value of “x” can range from 0 to 24, depending on the occupancy of the cages. 
The Type II clathrate consists of sixteen 20-member pentagonal dodecahedra (E20, 
point symmetry Ih) formed by 12 pentagonal faces, and eight 24 member 
hexakaidecahedra, (E28, point symmetry Td) formed by 12 pentagonal and 4 
hexagonal rings. This gives rise to a unit cell formed in the Fd-  m space group 
with cubic symmetry. The framework atoms occupy the 8a, 32e and 96g positions, 
while the guest atoms occupy the 8b and 16c positions. Although the Type II 
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clathrate structure has an inter-atomic separation similar to that of diamond Si, it 
has a ~20% larger volume due to the open framework structure
18
.  
 
Figure 6. Crystal structure of Type II clathrate made up of 16 dodecahedra, E20 
and 8 hexakaidecahedra, E28 cages consisting of group 14 atoms. The 
encapsulated guest atoms (Na, K etc) are shown in grey. Dodecahedron and 
hexakaidecahedron are shown individually. Reprinted with permission from ref 
43
. 
 
 1.5.4.    Silicon Clathrates as Anode Materials 
 Graphite is the material that is commercially used in Li ion batteries. 
However, a lot of research has focused higher performance materials for Li ion 
battery anodes, as graphite has a theoretical specific capacity limit of 372 mAh/g, 
and thus its performance cannot exceed this limit. Both crystalline silicon (c-Si) 
and amorphous silicon (a-Si) can reversibly alloy with Li electrochemically, 
making them promising candidates for future anode materials. The theoretical 
capacity of silicon is 3500 mAh/g
44
, which is almost an order of magnitude higher 
than that of graphite. However, silicon undergoes a large volume change of over 
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300% during lithiation due to the formation of the Li15Si4 phase. On delithiation 
of Li during the discharge process, the voids created due to Li leaving cause the 
structure to collapse. This increase in volume in volume and subsequent collapse 
of the Si causes it to delaminate from the surface of the current collector on which 
it is typically applied as a coat. The delamination reduces effective contact with 
the collector, and there is a big loss in the Coulombic efficiency. Many different 
nanostructured Si materials have been engineered to allow for the volume change 
in the material without pulverization, while also ensuring that the contact with the 
collector surface is maintained. Agglomeration and degradation of the engineered 
structure after many lithiation/delithiation cycles may lower the effectiveness of 
this strategy. Moreover, the nanostructuring does not address the key fundamental 
problem with silicon – the large volume expansion upon Li insertion. Hence, it is 
imperative to explore high performance anode materials that do not have the 
problems that are associated with Si.  
 Clathrates have large cage structures formed by the framework atoms. 
Silicon clathrates, consisting of Si in the framework lattice positions, are an 
interesting material choice for Li ion battery anodes. Previous theoretical studies 
by Miller et al.
45
 have shown that, unlike bulk Si, Si clathrates do not undergo a 
significant volume expansion on insertion of Li. In fact, the total volume change 
was calculated to be only around 8%, which is within acceptable limits. 
Reversible electrochemical Li insertion is hypothesized to take place in the vacant 
voids in the cages formed by the framework Si atoms. Previous studies have 
shown that the size of the cages largely depend on the size of the guest atoms. Ba 
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filled Type I clathrate (Ba8Si46) have a larger volume than empty Si46, an increase 
of 20%
46
. However the gains in the volume in Ba filled clathrates are small 
compared to the large density due to the high atomic mass of Ba. Replacing Si 
with Al in some of the lattice positions give rise to some gains because Al is 
lighter than Si. Therefore, the material selected to undergo electrochemical tests 
was a Ba filled Al substituted Si clathrate. It is also known from previous 
studies
47
 that the 2a sites have a higher energy due to their smaller volume, and 
therefore do not easily allow for occupation by Ba, giving rise to vacancies that 
may be filled by inserting Li electrochemically. 
 Unlike Type I clathrates, the cages in Type II clathrates are not always 
completely filled. Previous research on electrochemical lithiation of Type II Na 
filled silicon clathrates by Langer et al.
48
 showed that electrochemical Li insertion 
is, indeed possible in Type II silicon clathrates. The larger sized mostly empty 
cages of the Type II clathrate gave rise to a capacity of almost 1300 mAh/g, 
which is many times larger than that for graphite. However, Langer’s work did 
not show further cycling characteristics or whether the lithiation process was 
reversible in the clathrates. Subsequent chapters address these concerns and 
provide a more detailed understanding of the behavior of silicon clathrates as 
anode materials for Li ion batteries. 
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2. Experimental Section 
      2.1.    Synthesis and Processing of Type I Bax Aly Si46-y 
 Bax Aly Si46-y is part of the Type I class of silicon clathrates, where 
aluminium replaces silicon in some of the framework lattice sites. A lot of 
methods have been devised for the synthesis of Type I clathrates. Na8 Si46 was the 
first Type I silicon clathrate to be synthesized in 1965 by Kasper et al. 
14
, and was 
the first reported synthesis of a material with a crystal structure analogous to that 
of gas-hydrates. Thermal decomposition of zintl phases MSi (M = Na, K, Ba, Cs) 
under vacuum or inert atmosphere gave rise to their formation. A major drawback 
with this method of synthesis is that the end product is always a mixture of type I 
and II phases.  
In 1986, Eisenmann et al. 
41
 reported the synthesis of ternary compounds 
of the form A8M16E30, where A is the guest element, M is a group III element 
such as aluminium and E is a group IV element such as silicon. Their method 
involved slowly heating a stoichiometric mixture of precursor elements under 
argon atmosphere at a rate of 2  C / minute for upto 115   C for Ba8Al16Si30. 
Following a dwell time of one hour at that temperature, the mixture was cooled 
down to room temperature at the same rate. Although this could only be used for 
type I silicon clathrate with a group II/III metal substituted in the framework, the 
discovery paved the way for an alternate synthesis route that could give single 
phase type I compounds.  
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In 2000, Chakoumakos et al. 
49
 grew single crystals of Sr8Ga16Ge30 by first 
arc-melting Sr and Ge in a stoichiometric ratio of 1:2 under Ar atmosphere to 
obtain SrGe2, and then annealing stoichiometric amounts of SrGe2 and Ga shots 
under He atmosphere at a ramp up rate of 2   /minute to 1 5   C  and a dwell time 
of 20 hours at that temperature, followed by cooling at the rate of 2  C /minute. 
This method was later simplified for polycrystalline clathrates by Tsujii et al. 
50
, 
where they synthesized samples of Ba8AlxSi46-x, where stoichiometric quantities 
of elements were arc-melted in an Ar atmosphere multiple times to have 
homogeneity. The synthesis methods used for the current research are adapted 
from Eisenmann’s 41 and Tsuigii’s 50 works.  
While both arc-melting and annealing methods give rise to single phase 
Type I clathrate, there is sufficient amount of an intermediate product, barium-
silicide (BaSi2) and unreacted Si left over in the reaction mixture. In 2012, 
Aydemir et al. 
51
 used a 2-step solution based treatment method for removing 
these impurities. The first stem involved treating the product with a concentrated 
acid solution such as HCl to remove the BaSi2. Following this, the filtered and 
dried powder product is treated with a dilute alkali solution such as NaOH or 
KOH to remove any unreacted Si. This method is also adapted in our work.  
            2.1.1.    Eisenmann’s Annealing Method 
In the modified form of Eisenmann’s method, samples of Bax Aly Si46-y (x 
= 6 to 8, y = 8) were prepared by annealing of stoichiometric amounts of 
elemental barium, aluminium and silicon. Chunks of Ba pieces stored in mineral 
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oil were cut and washed with hexane and toluene to remove the mineral oil, 
before being weighed and stored in an inert gas environment. Al foil and Si 
powder ( -325 mesh size, 99.99% trace metal basis) were then weighed to the 
required amounts. The Si powder and Ba pieces were then encapsulated in the Al 
foil and pelletized with approximately 5 MPa of pressure in a hydraulic press. 
Pelletizing the mixture ensured that there was sufficient contact between the 
constituent elements to aid diffusion during the heating process.  
The pellet was then covered in tantalum foil and placed in an alumina 
crucible and heated in a tube furnace under 5  F S Ar flow to 11     over   
hours, at a ramp up rate of 2  C per min. This was followed by a dwell time of   
hours at 11    C, after which it was cooled down to room temperature over   
hours, following the same ramp down rate of 2  C per min. The fused clathrate 
product was in the form of a porous solid retaining most of its earlier pellet shape 
and usually stuck to the tantalum foil. 
Following this, the end product consisting of clathrate, BaSi2 and 
unreacted Si were extracted from the tantalum foil and crushed with a mortar and 
pestle. To reduce particle sizes further, the crushed powder was further ballmilled 
to about 2-10 µm particle diameter in a SPEX8000 ballmill. Removal of 
impurities was performed using a 3-step treatment procedure similar to the one 
used by Aydemir et al. 
51
. First, the powder was mixed in de-ionised water and 
filtered off to remove most of the BaSi2 and any other water-soluble impurities. 
Following this, the powder was treated with 3 M HCl for 8 hours to remove any 
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BaSi2 that remained after the water treatment. After again filtering and drying, the 
powder was then treated with 1M NaOH solution for 8 hours to remove the 
unreacted Si. Then the treated powder was filtered off and dried in an oven at 
11   C.  
2.1.2.    Arc Melting Method 
In the method adapted from Chakoumakos et al. 
49
, samples of Bax Aly 
Si46-y (x = 6 to 8, y = 8) were prepared by melting stoichiometric amounts of 
elemental barium, aluminium and silicon. Chunks of Ba pieces stored in mineral 
oil were cut and washed with hexane and toluene to remove the mineral oil, 
before being weighed and stored in an inert gas environment. Al foil and Si 
powder ( -325 mesh size, 99.99% trace metal basis) were then weigh to required 
amounts. The silicon was pelletized to make it easier to handle. These were then 
melted in an arc welder. The arc welder consisted of a tungsten electrode and a 
water-cooled copper hearth. The reactant materials were placed in the hearth and 
an arc struck between the tungsten electrode and the copper hearth was used to 
melt the reactants. Once the reactants melted and fused, they were turned over and 
re-melted. This was done 3-4 times to ensure homogeneity. The fused clathrate 
formed after melting was in the form of a hard pea-sized pellet.  
Following this, the end product consisting of clathrate, BaSi2 and 
unreacted Si were extracted from the tantalum foil and crushed with a mortar and 
pestle. To reduce particle sizes further, the crushed powder was further ballmilled 
to about 2-10 µm particle diameter in a SPEX8000 ballmill. Removal of 
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impurities was performed using a 3-step treatment procedure similar to the one 
used by Aydemir et al. 
51
. First, the powder was mixed in de-ionised water and 
filtered off to remove most of the BaSi2 and any other water-soluble impurities. 
Following this, the powder was treated with 3 M HCl for 8 hours to remove any 
BaSi2 that remained after the water treatment. After again filtering and drying, the 
powder was then treated with 1M  a H solution for   hours to remove the 
unreacted Si. Then the treated powder was filtered off and dried in an oven at 
11   C.  
It must be noted that while the arc-melting method of synthesis was 
carried out by the author, the arc-melted samples used for subsequent analyses 
were obtained from our collaborator, Dr. Kwai S. Chan from Southwest Research 
Institute, in San Antonio, Texas. 
      2.2.    Synthesis and Processing of Type I and II Sodium Silicon Clathrate 
Sodium filled Type I and II clathrates have been studied for decades for 
their inherent thermoelectric and semiconducting properties. Type I sodium 
clathrate was the first silicon clathrate to be synthesized and studied in 1965 by 
Kasper et al.
14
.  The basic synthesis process involved the thermal decomposition 
of the Zintl compound, sodium silicide (Na4Si4) under vacuum or inert 
atmosphere to form a mixture of type I and type II silicon clathrates. A prior step 
involved the synthesis of the silicide, Na4Si4, which was carried out by direct 
reaction of the elements mixed in stoichiometric quantities under vacuum. Our 
aim was to synthesize mostly type II NaxSi136 for the purpose of studying 
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electrochemical lithium insertion and cycling, and hence the process used was 
fine-tuned to have the end product as mostly type II clathrate. In 1999, 
Ramachandran et al.
34
 designed a set of experiments by varying parameters such 
as temperature and time of heating to obtain a range of different compositions of 
the two clathrate phases. This approach was refined by Horie et al.
52
 who 
designed a step-by-step guide to the synthesis of sodium filled silicon clathrate 
that covered a wide range of relative percentages of type I & II clathrates. It was 
found that the driver for formation of mostly type II clathrate was low sodium 
vapor pressure and higher temperature. This was achieved by using a continuous 
vacuum to pump out the sodium vapors. The temperature could not be increased 
beyond a certain point as that favored the formation of type I clathrate or 
decomposition of the Na4Si4 back into silicon. Horie
52
 showed that a temperature 
range of between    -5    C was most favorable for type II clathrate formation. 
However, Stefanoski et al.
53 recently showed that at temperatures of above      C, 
type II clathrate starts to form again. Therefore, it may be surmised that formation 
of the type II phase occurs in two temperature ranges. 
Efforts have been made to separate the two phases using density 
separation methods, however the relatively similar densities of the two phases 
coupled with the fact that the two structures are inter-grown made this a difficult 
task. This problem was resolved recently by Stefanoski et al.
53, where they use 
higher annealing temperatures of around   5  C to form pure phase type II Na24-
Si136 , where all the cages are occupied by the sodium.  
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The vacuum annealing method used in our work was adapted from Horie 
et al.
52
. Commercially available granules of sodium silicide from SiGNa 
Chemistry were crushed in a mortar and pestle and loaded into a boron-nitride (h-
BN) crucible. The h-BN crucible was dried in an oven at 2    C prior to loading to 
remove any moisture. The loaded crucible was then sealed inside a  uart  tube 
that could be hooked up to a vacuum manifold. The silicide was always handled 
inside an argon-filled glove box. The heating process followed a  -step procedure 
– a ramp up to       in    minutes, then a dwell time of    minutes at      , 
followed by a further ramp up to  2   C in ~ 8 minutes. This temperature was 
maintained for 18 hours, after which the sample was slowly allowed to cool. The 
   minute dwell time at      C ensures that sufficient time is given for the sodium 
to vaporize, which in turn drives the formation of type II clathrate. The end 
product was then removed and carefully treated with alcohol and water to remove 
any unreacted sodium silicide. After filtering and drying, the powder was then 
treated with 1M NaOH solution for   hours to remove the any silicon that formed 
due to decomposition of sodium silicide. Then the treated powder was filtered off 
and dried in an oven at 11   C.  
      2.3.    Characterization 
In this work, X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to obtain structural and 
phase related information.  All XRD analyses were performed using a Panalytical 
X'pert Pro high resolution X-ray diffractometer, that used monochromatic  uKα 
radiation (λ=1.5  5Å) for excitation. Powder and film samples were loaded onto 
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a  ero background substrate. Scans were taken starting from 1   to     (2θ), with a 
step size of 0.013 s and a scan speed of 0.12 /s.  
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images were acquired on a FEI XL 
30 Environmental FEG, which is also equipped with the EDAX system that can 
be used to do the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) for composition 
analysis. All the SEM specimens were prepared by dispersing the sample powder 
in isopropanol. One droplet of the as prepared suspension was then dropped onto 
a small piece of silicon wafer until the isopropanol was evaporated. Samples for 
EDS were prepared by sprinkling some of the sample powder on a conducting 
carbon tape.  
      2.4.    Electrochemical Characterization 
 Slurries were made from the powdered clathrate samples by mixing them 
with 10 wt. % carbon black and 10 wt. % polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) in N-
methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent. These were then coated on copper foil current 
collectors using a Meyer rod and dried on a hotplate at 11   C for 5-10 minutes to 
remove the NMP. Half cells were assembled using the the clathrate-coated copper 
foil as working electrode and Li metal as counter electrode, and 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1 
v/v ethylene carbonate : diethylcarbonate (Novolyte). Following this, the cells 
were sealed in aluminized polyethylene laminate bags. The cells were assembled 
inside an Ar-filled glove box.  
Electrochemical testing was performed using a Biologic VMP3 
galvanostat/potentiostat. Galvanostatic measurements were performed between 
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0.01 – 2.5 V vs Li/Li+ using a currents of 5, 25, 50 and 100 μA/mg of clathrate. 
Potentiodynamic cycling with galvanostiatic acceleration (PCGA) was used to 
perform electrochemical potential spectroscopy
41
 using 5 mV potential step 
amplitude with a threshold current of 5 and 25 μA/mg of clathrate. Specific 
capacities were determined based on the mass of the clathrate. 
3. Results and Discussion 
      3.1.    Clathrate Composition Bax Aly Si46-y 
3.1.1.    Structural and Elemental Analysis   
Initial stoichiometry for annealed clathrate sample was fixed at atomic % 
6 : 8 : 38 of Ba : Al : Si. Arc melted samples were obtained from our collaborator, 
Dr. Kwai S. Chan at Southwest Research Institute. These had initial 
stoichiometries of atomic % 8 : 8 : 38 of Ba : Al : Si.  XRD analysis of both 
annealed and arc-melted samples showed reflections that correspond to Type I 
silicon clathrate with a cubic crystal structure belonging to the space group Pm-  n 
(#223). Figure 5 and 6 show the XRD patterns as-synthesized and treated samples 
of annealed and arc-melted clathrates respectively, along with reference patterns 
for Ba8 Aly Si46-y from the literature
50
. The analysis showed that while the arc-
melted sample has negligible unreacted silicon and barium silicide (Figure 5), the 
annealed sample has significant quantities of unreacted silicon and barium silicide 
(Figure 6). This is likely due to the insufficient mixing of the reactants during the 
annealing process, coupled with possible volatilization of the barium and 
aluminum. Previous studies
50
 accounted for this volatility by adding slightly 
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excess barium, but this step was not part of the current synthesis. Indeed, the net 
yield of clathrate based on a comparison of weights of as-synthesized and post-
treated samples for the annealed sample was only about 45% as opposed to that of 
the arc melted sample, which was close to 100%. Following the 3-step water-acid-
base treatment, all traces of unreacted silicon and barium silicide were removed in 
the annealed sample (Figure 6). Owing to the inherently clean nature of the arc-
melting synthesis process, the sample was only treated with water to remove any 
volatile components. No trace of unreacted silicon or BaSi2 was found in the arc-
melted sample.  
 
 
Figure 7. XRD result of arc-melted sample and reference peak positions of 
Ba8 Aly Si46-y  
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Figure 8. XRD analysis of annealed sample – before treatment and after 
treatment, with reference peak positions of Ba8 Aly Si46-y  
 
  3.1.1.1.    X-Ray Diffraction Analysis and Rietveld Analysis 
 The X-ray intensity data was measured at 298 K using a 3-circle 
diffractometer system equipped with a 1-D silicon strip detector called Panalytical 
X- elerator and a  uKα X-ray source (1.57 Å). The detector was placed at a 
distance of 24 cm from the sample.  ata was collected for θ value from 5.     to 
44.991  over a 11 minute scan period for both annealed and arc-melted samples.  
The structure was solved and refined using Xpert Highscore Plus software in the 
space group Pm-  n (#223). 
The final anisotropic least-squares refinement of the annealed sample 
(initial stoichiometry Ba6 Al8 Si38) converged at profile R-factor, Rprofile = 11.01 % 
and weighted profile R-factor, Rwp = 13.77 %. The goodness-of-fit, χ2 = 1.005. 
The unit cell dimensions of a = 10.57912 Å, b = 10.57912 Å, c = 1 .5  12 Å, α = 
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    ,   =     ,   =     , V = 1183.99 Å3 were obtained based on the final model. 
Based on the derived occupancies of the different elements, the chemical formula 
for the annealed clathrate sample was determined to be Ba7.14 Al15.76 Si30.24. The 
calculated density was 3.198 g/cm
3
. The details of the powder diffraction 
refinement are given in Table 1. The isotropic atomic displacement parameters, 
Uiso and atom positions are listed in Table 2. The observed and difference X-ray 
powder diffraction profiles are shown in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 9. Calculated and difference X-ray powder diffraction profiles for 
annealed clathrate (initial stoichiometry Ba6 Al8 Si38) at 298 K. 
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Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement for Ba6 Al8 Si38 powder XRD 
Formula Weight (amu) 2255.05 
Temperature 298 K 
Wavelength 1.57 Å 
Crystal System Cubic 
Space Group Pm-  n 
Unit Cell Dimensions a = 1 .5  12 Å             α =     
b = 10.57912 Å               =     
c = 1 .5  12 Å               =     
Volume 1183.99 Å
3
  
Density ρcalc 3.198 g/cm
3
 
  
Diffractometer Panalytical Xpert Pro MRD  
Radiation Source Fine focus  uKα 
Detector Distance 24.000 cm 
Step Size  . 1   
Total Steps 6152 
Total Measurement Time 11 min 
Data Collection Method 2θ scan 
  
2θ range for data collection 1 .     to   .  2   
Structure Solution Technique Direct 
Weighing Scheme Against lobs 
Profile Function Pseudo-Voigt 
Profile Base Width 4 
Least Squares Type Newton-Raphson 
  
Final Chemical Formula Ba7.14 Al15.76 Si30.24 
Goodness  f Fit χ2 1.005 
Final R indices:          Rexpected 
                                   Rprofile 
                                   Rwp 
13.73 
11.01 
13.77 
D-Statistic 
Weighted D-Statistic 
.0365 
.0363 
 
The final anisotropic least-squares refinement of the arc-melted sample 
(initial stoichiometry Ba8 Al8 Si38) converged at profile R-factor, Rprofile = 7.36 % 
and weighted profile R-factor, Rwp =  . 5 . The unit cell dimensions of a = 
1 .  25 Å, b = 1 .  25 Å, c = 1 .  25 Å, α =     ,   =     ,   =     , V = 1155.146 
Å
3
 were obtained based on the final model. Based on the derived occupancies of 
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the different elements, the chemical formula for the annealed clathrate sample was 
determined to be Ba6.21 Al11.39 Si34.61. The calculated density was 3.061 g/cm
3
. The 
details of the powder diffraction refinement are given in Table 3. The isotropic 
atomic displacement parameters, Uiso and atom positions are listed in Table 4. The 
observed and difference X-ray powder diffraction profiles are shown in Figure 8.  
Table 2. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 
(Å
2
) for Ba6 Al8 Si38. 
Atom Site x/a y/b z/c Occupancy Uiso 
Al1 6c 0.25 0 0.5 0.85 1.78 
Si1 6c 0.25 0 0.5 0.15 1.78 
Al2 16i 0.1847 0.1847 0.1847 0.666 3.14 
Si2 16i 0.185251 0.185251 0.185251 0.334 3.14 
Al3 24k 0 0.305 0.119 0.011 2.87 
Si3 24k 0 0.305 0.119 0.989 2.87 
Ba1 2a 0 0 0 0.988 0.63 
Ba2 6d 0.25 0.5 0 0.859 0.47 
 
Figure 10. Calculated and difference X-ray powder diffraction profiles for 
annealed clathrate (initial stoichiometry Ba8 Al8 Si38) at 298 K. 
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Table 3. Crystal data and structure refinement for Ba8 Al8 Si38 powder XRD 
Formula Weight (amu) 2129.429 
Temperature 298 K 
Wavelength 1.57 Å 
Crystal System Cubic 
Space Group Pm-  n 
Unit Cell Dimensions a = 10.4925 Å             α =     
b = 10.4925 Å               =     
c = 10.4925 Å               =     
Volume 1183.99 Å
3
  
 ensity ρcalc 3.061 g/cm
3
 
  
Diffractometer Panalytical Xpert Pro MRD  
Radiation Source Fine focus  uKα 
Detector Distance 24.000 cm 
Step Size  . 1   
Total Steps 6152 
Total Measurement Time 11 min 
Data Collection Method 2θ scan 
  
2θ range for data collection 1 .     to   .  2   
Structure Solution Technique Direct 
Weighing Scheme Against lobs 
Profile Function Pseudo-Voigt 
Profile Base Width 4 
Least Squares Type Newton-Raphson 
  
Final Chemical Formula Ba6.21 Al11.39 Si34.61 
Final R indices:          Rexpected 
                                   Rprofile 
                                   Rwp 
11.62 
7.36 
8.45 
D-Statistic 
Weighted D-Statistic 
.11011 
.09188 
 
These observations confirm results from previous studies on neutron 
diffraction of framework substituted clathrates that showed that Al replaces Si in 
each of its lattice positions, identified as 6c, 16i and 24k using the Wyckoff 
symmetry notation
19,54
.  Also confirmed are previous observations that many such 
compositions are barium deficient, such as Ba7.5Al13Si29 
55
. The probable 
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likelihood of inhomogeneity throughout the sample, including framework 
deficiencies is acknowledged, but cannot be confirmed without further structural 
characterization. The large R indices also indicate that the current refinement was 
not the best fit, and further analysis and better measurement practices have to be 
followed to ensure more accurate pattern matches.  
Table 4. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 
(Å
2
) for Ba8 Al8 Si38. 
Atom Site x/a y/b z/c Occupancy Uiso 
Al1 6c 0.25 0 0.5 0.6237 1.87 
Si1 6c 0.25 0 0.5 0.3763 0.487 
Al2 16i 0.1857 0.1854 0.1863 0.232 1.459 
Si2 16i 0.1854 0.1854 0.1854 0.836 1.57 
Al3 24k 0 0.3039 0.1205 0.164 4.086 
Si3 24k 0 0.3056 0.1211 0.989 1.449 
Ba1 2a 0 0 0 0.774 1.458 
Ba2 6d 0.25 0.5 0 0.777 1.287 
 
 3.1.1.2.    Scanning Electron Microscopy and Elemental Analysis 
 SEM imaging of the powdered and ballmilled samples (Figure 9 and 10) 
showed particle sizes ranging from 2 to 10 µm. While a more uniform and smaller  
particle size distribution is desired, we are limited by the capability of the 
balmilling set-up. The current particle sizes are deemed sufficient to explore 
electrochemical behavior of the clathrates as anode materials. The composition of 
the clathrate samples were also determined by elemental analysis using Energy 
Dispersive Spectrometry (EDS), and shown to be nearly identical to the results 
obtained using Rietveld refinement.  
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     (a)                                                    (b)                                                    
Figure 11. SEM image of treated annealed sample, Ba6 Al8 Si38, (a) 10,000x and 
(b) 5,000x 
 
 
                              (a)                                                    (b)    
Figure 12. SEM image of treated arc-melted sample, Ba8 Al8 Si38, (a) 5,000x and 
(b) 25,000x 
 
Table 5 illustrates the composition of annealed sample, Ba6 Al8 Si38 to 
have an average value of Ba5.46 Al14.32 Si31.68, which is very close to the 
composition (Ba7.14 Al15.76 Si30.24) obtained by Rietveld refinement. Table 6 
illustrates the composition of arc-melted sample, Ba8 Al8 Si38 to have an average 
value of Ba5.22 Al9.68 Si36.32, which is very close to the composition (Ba6.21 Al11.39 
Si34.61) obtained by Rietveld refinement. 
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Table 5. Composition of synthesized annealed sample, as determined by 
EDS 
 Ba Al Si 
 5.59 14.54 31.46 
 4.85 13.56 32.44 
 5.95 14.85 31.15 
Average 5.46 14.32 31.68 
 
Table 6. Composition of synthesized arc-melted sample, as determined by 
EDS 
 Ba Al Si 
 5.45 10.34 35.66 
 5.23 9.67 36.32 
 4.98 9.02 36.98 
Average 5.22 9.68 36.32 
 
Based on both XRD and EDS analysis, the average compositions of the 
two samples was determined to be – Ba6 Al14 Si32 for the annealed sample, and 
Ba6 Al10 Si36 for the arc-melted sample. These compositions were assumed for 
further electrochemical studies and the molecular weights based on these 
compositions were determined to be – 2100.458 g/mol for annealed sample (Ba6 
Al14 Si32) and 2101.98 g/mol for the arc-melted sample (Ba6 Al10 Si36). 
3.1.2.    Electrochemical Characterization  
 Electrochemical measurements on the clathrate electrodes against a 
lithium counter-electrode indicated that silicon clathrates are indeed 
electrochemically active. Numerous tests were performed on the clathrate 
electrodes using varying parameters and techniques. These are categorized and 
individually explored in the following sections.   
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3.1.2.1.    Galvanostatic Cycling and Cycle Life  
 Galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation (GCPL) measurements 
carried out on the two clathrate samples showed that while the clathrates were 
electrochemically active, their voltage profiles were also significantly different 
from that observed in the lithiation of a-Si and c-Si
56,57
. Figure 11 shows the 
voltage profile of the first and second cycles as obtained for the two clathrate 
samples vs the number of Li ions inserted/removed at a current limit of 25 µA/mg 
of clathrate. The voltage profile of c-Si is characterized by a long flat plateau in 
the first charge, during which c-Si reacts with Li in a two-phase reaction to form 
amorphous lithium silicide (a-LixSi) and finally crystalline Li15Si4 at less than 50 
mV vs. Li/Li
+
. The voltage profile for lithiation of a-Si is characterized by a 
sloped profile and involves formation of amorphous LixSi in a single-phase 
reaction over two different voltage ranges. Although the voltage profile of the 
clathrates in the first lithiation shows a plateau region, the reaction potential is 
much lower (~ 30 mV vs Li/Li
+
) than in c-Si (~0.125 V). The discharge curve of 
clathrate is also very different from that observed in the delithiation of Li15Si4 and 
amorphous LixSi, which occur as a two-phase reaction at about 0.4 V for the 
former, and a single-phase reaction over two voltage regions for the latter. The 
clathrate discharge curve was sloped, suggesting a single-phase reaction. There is 
also a change in the profile after the first cycle, indicating a structural change. 
However, the same profile is maintained for all subsequent cycles, indicating that 
this new transformation is maintained for the rest of the cycles.  
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The first cycle Coulombic efficiency (CE) was ~66% while subsequent 
cycles displayed about 84-89% CE (Figure 12 and 13). The origin of the 
irreversible capacity in the first cycle is typically attributed to reduction of the 
electrolyte and formation of a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer
58
. Indeed, a 
small peak at ~ 0.7 V vs. Li/Li
+
 is observed in the PCGA measurement of the first 
lithiation step, similar to SEI formation in this electrolyte on other silicon
59,60
 and 
graphite
61
 anodes. 
The first discharge cycle of the arc-melted clathrate gives a capacity of 
450 mAh/g corresponds to a stoichiometry of Li23 Ba6 Al10 Si36, or a Li:Si ratio of 
0.64. This is still much lower than the theoretical capacity observed for c-Si or a-
Si lithiated to Li15Si4 (Li:Si of 3.75) but is higher than the Li:C ratio of 0.167 
observed in graphite. Due to the much larger molecular weight of clathrate 
compared to graphite, the overall capacity observed is much less than the 
theoretical capacity of 372 mAh/g for graphite. 
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Figure 13. Electrochemical cycling of first two cycles on annealed 
clathrate Ba6 Al14 Si32 (cell#7.8) and arc-melted clathrate Ba6 Al14 Si32 
(cell#20.10) 
 
 The drop in Coulombic efficiency increases and the maximum lithiation 
capacity increases with a slower rate of lithium insertion/removal, as is seen for 
cells cycled at 5 µA/mg of clathrate. As we increase the current to 50 µA/mg and 
100 µA/mg of clathrate, there is an unusual increase in cycle life and a drop in 
maximum capacity (Figures 11 - 14). While the 50 % drop rate for the 5 µA/mg 
current is the 3
rd
 cycle, it increases to the 10
th
 cycle for a 25 µA/mg current. In the 
case of the higher 50 µA/mg and 100 µA/mg currents, the 50 % drop is not 
reached even after the 20
th
 cycle.  
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         (a)     (b) 
Figure 14. Cycle life (a) and Coulombic efficiency (b) of annealed sample (cell# 
7.5, I = 25 µA/mg); Drop in cycle life by 50% after 10
th
 cycle 
 
  
         (a)     (b) 
Figure 15. Cycle life (a) and Coulombic efficiency (b) of arc-melted sample (cell# 
20.3, I = 25 µA/mg); Drop in cycle life by 50% after 10
th
 cycle 
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         (a)     (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 16. Cycle life (a), Coulombic efficiency (b) and GCPL cycling (c) of arc-
melted sample (cell# 20.12, I = 5 µA/mg); Top x-axis in (c) is capacity as a 
function of mass of silicon; Drop in cycle life by 50% after 3
th
 cycle 
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         (a)     (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 17. Cycle life (a), Coulombic efficiency (b) and GCPL cycling (c) of arc-
melted sample (cell# 20.16, I = 50 µA/mg); Top x-axis in (c) is capacity per g of 
silicon; No drop in cycle life by 50% after 20
th
 cycle 
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         (a)     (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 18. Cycle life (a), Coulombic efficiency (b) and GCPL cycling (c) of arc-
melted sample (cell# 20.17, I = 100 µA/mg); Top x-axis in (c) is capacity per g of 
silicon; No drop in cycle life by 50% after 20
th
 cycle 
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         (a)     (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 19. Cycle life (a), Coulombic efficiency (b) and GCPL cycling (c) of arc-
melted sample (cell# 20.19, I = 100 µA/mg); Top x-axis in (c) is capacity per g of 
silicon; Drop in cycle life by 50% after 30
th
 cycle 
 
While there is no known theory or experimental work that can explain this 
phenomenon, it is hypothesized that the rate of insertion of Li ions into the 
clathrate lattice may govern the positions temporarily occupied by the Li ions in 
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positions from where removal is difficult, thereby leading to a drop in capacities 
during subsequent cycles. A faster rate of insertion only allows for Li ion 
insertion into the more easily accessible lattice positions, thereby making removal 
easier. Figure 18 and 19 give a comparison of cycle life and Coulombic 
efficiencies of clathrate electrodes that were run at different currents. There is a 
need to further explore the subject of movement of Li ions inside the lattice 
during the lithiation/delithiation process.  
 
Figure 20. Capacity vs cycles chart of clathrate electrodes running at 
different current densities; right y-axis is capacity per g of silicon 
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Figure 21. Coulombic efficiency chart of clathrate electrodes running at 
different current densities 
 
3.1.2.2.    Electrochemical Potential Spectroscopy 
 While it is evident from the voltage profile of clathrates that their 
charging/discharging curves are significantly different from those of c-Si and a-Si, 
electrochemical potential spectroscopy (EPS) was performed on the 
electrochemical data to obtain the voltage profiles of the clathrates vs the 
differential capacity. This method gives insight into the changes in the slope of 
the voltage profile curves, where every plateau or a steady slope in the voltage vs 
capacity curve is represented by a peak in the voltage vs differential capacity 
curve. Also known as the derivative plot, this type of plot helps us gauge the 
intricate differences between the cycling characteristics of different materials.  
 EPS was performed on the PCGA data from the clathrate electrodes and 
the derivative plots were compared with those of c-Si and a-Si. The differential 
capacity values were scaled so that all three materials can be shown on the same 
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graph. From this data (Figure 20), it is clear that the electrochemical properties of 
the clathrate are distinct and unique from that observed in lithiation of c-Si or a-Si, 
or delithiation of Li15Si4 or a-LixSi. This also excludes the possibility that the 
observed activity is due to residual c-Si or a-Si present in the clathrate sample.   
 
Figure 22. Differential capacity plot of clathrate (cell# 7.8, 2
nd
 cycle) vs c-
Si and a-Si. Capacity values scaled to fit in the same plot 
 
 A comparison of the first and second cycle of the clathrate differential plot 
(Figure 18) shows a second peak at ~0.15 V during the charging cycle that is 
missing in the first charging cycle. This extends the lithiation in the second cycle 
from 0.3 V to ~ 0.05 V, whereas the initial charging in the first cycle starts around 
0.1 V. 
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 Figure 23. Differential capacity plot of clathrate – 1st and 2nd cycle 
 
  3.1.2.3.    X-Ray Diffraction of Cycled Cells 
 XRD measurements were performed ex-situ on the lithiated and 
delithiated clathrate electrodes to confirm that crystallinity of the clathrate was 
retained. Cells cycled at 25 µA/mg current were used for the analysis. It was 
observed that on lithiation to 380 mAh/g capacity (Figure 22 b), all of the 
reflections corresponding to Ba8AlySi46-y were retained, while no other phases 
were observed in the diffractogram (Figure 22 a). A cell lithiated to about 360 
mAh/g (Figure 22 c) and then delithiated also retained all the clathrate reflections. 
It was also seen that the intensities of the clathrate peaks in the lithiated and 
delithiated cells were almost similar to that of an unlithiated film. This showed 
that there was no amorphization process taking place during the cycling.  
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Figure 24. (a) XRD patterns of clathrate films on Cu – unlithiated, lithiated and 
delithiated films; (b) Galvanostatic curve of lithiated film; (c) Galvanostatic curve 
of lithiated and delithiated film 
 
3.1.2.4.    Prelithiation  
 Prelithiation can be defined as a method of chemically incorporating Li 
ions into an active material directly through contact between the active material 
and Li metal. The motivation behind prelithiating clathrates is to devise a viable 
method to generate sufficient amount of lithiated sample for further analysis. 
Prelithiation has been performed on some cathode materials
62,63
,
 
carbon 
based
64,65,66
 and silicon
67,68
 based anodes. Anode materials are usually harder to 
prelithiate than cathode materials because the product is relatively unstable, and it 
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is not easy to control the rate of prelithiation. Also, a direct and reactive source of 
Li is needed for prelithiation of anodes.  
 For our experiments, we used Li foil as the Li source. The foil was pressed 
against the clathrate (Figure 23) with some electrolyte added for improving 
mobility of the ions. This was then placed in a poly-bag and allowed to prelithiate. 
The entire procedure was carried out in an Ar-filled glove box. Prelithiation times 
were varied and each of the prelithiated clathrate electrodes was cycled to 
determine capacity and cycle life.  
 
Figure 25. Illustration of prelithiation of clathrate with Li foil 
 
Prelithiation times of between 4 hours and 48 hours were used and the 
resulting prelithiated clathrate electrodes were electrochemically tested to 
determine cycling behavior. It is seen that Li is, in fact incorporated by this 
method. Further, the first delithiation of a prelithiated clathrate electrode gives 
rise to much larger capacities than are observed during delithiation of an 
electrochemically lithiated electrode (Figure 24). An electrode prelithiated for just 
4 hours has a first delithiation capacity of over 350 mAh/g which is more than the 
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first delithiation capacity of an electrochemically lithiated electrode, at 25 µA/mg 
current density. 48 hours of prelithiation increases that number to almost 600 
mAh/g. It is however, observed that, as in the case of the low current density (5 
µA/mg) cells, the cycle life is poor in comparison to electrochemically cycled 
electrodes at higher current densities (Figure 25). This may be due to excess Li 
insertion or side reactions due to poor surface passivation or a combination of 
both.  
 
Figure 26. Discharge capacities of all prelithiated clathrate electrodes; top 
x-axis shows the mols of Li ions inserted per mol of clathrate 
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Figure 27. Electrochemical cycling of prelithiated clathrate electrodes, cycle life 
and Coulombic efficiency; prelithiation times – (a) and (b) 4 h (cell# P17), (c) and 
(d) 6 h (cell# P24), (e) and (f) 15 h (cell# P15), (g) and (h) 24 h (cell# P23), (i) 
and (j) 48 h (cell# P3) 
 
In order to confirm that the clathrate structure was not breaking down due 
to excess insertion of Li, XRD was performed on the prelithiated electrodes to 
check for the intactness of the clathrate crystal structure. As observed in Figure 25, 
the structure of clathrate is intact, thereby confirming that there is no 
amorphization of clathrate into a-LixSi. The absence of Li15Si4 peaks in the XRD 
also establishes the fact that there is no irreversible change taking place. In order 
to ascertain that there is no change in lattice size due to Li insertion, the 
background Cu peaks which are part of the XRD pattern were all aligned while 
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constructing Figure 26. The absence of a shift in the clathrate peaks in the 
prelithiated samples with respect to the unlithiated clathrate peaks (unlithiated 
clathrate on Cu film) proves that there is no significant change in the volume of 
the lattice on Li insertion.  
 
 
Figure 28. XRD of prelithiated clathrate on Cu film; prelithiation times –  
4 h, 6 h, 15 h, 24 h and 48 h 
 
 It may thereby be concluded that there is no structural change to the 
clathrate during Li insertion, while there is a significant drop in capacity upon 
successive cycles of lithiation and delithiation. 
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      3.2.    Clathrate Compositions Na8 Si46 and Nax Si136 
3.2.1.    Structural and Elemental Analysis 
 Structural characterization of the as-synthesized Na filled silicon clathrate 
carried out by XRD showed a mixture of Type I and II clathrates, in addition to 
some c-Si. Figure 27 shows the powder XRD pattern of the as-synthesized 
product along with reference patterns for Na8 Si46
34
 and Na24 Si136
69
. The presence 
of c-Si in the product may be due to excess evaporation loss of Na during the 
vacuum annealing, which can be offset by adding excess Na according to 
previous studies
52,70
. Although Horie et al.
52 observed pure phase Type    clathate 
on annealing at      C, the product we obtained was a mixture of the two clathrate 
phases. Treatment with NaOH removed the c-Si as shown in Figure 24. 
 
Figure 29. XRD of as-synthesized Na filled silicon clathrate with 
reference peaks for Na8 Si46 and Na24 Si136; c-Si peaks are marked by 
asterisks 
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  3.2.1.1    X-Ray Diffraction Analysis and Rietveld Analysis  
 The X-ray intensity data was measured at 298 K using a 3-circle 
diffractometer system equipped with a 1-D silicon strip detector called Panalytical 
X- elerator and a  uKα X-ray source (1.57 Å). The detector was placed at a 
distance of 2  cm from the sample.  ata was collected for θ value from 5.     to 
  .  1  over a 11 minute scan period. The structure was solved and refined using 
Xpert Highscore Plus software in the space group Pm-  n (#223) for Type I Na8 
Si46 and       (#227) for Type II Na24 Si136.  
 The final anisotropic least-squares refinement of the treated converged at 
profile R-factor, Rprofile = 7.70 % and weighted profile R-factor, Rwp = 10.13 %. 
The unit cell dimensions of a = 10.19979 Å, b = 10.19979 Å, c = 10.19979 Å, α = 
    ,   =     ,   =     , V = 1061.144 Å3 for Type I clathrate, and a = 14.71814 Å, b 
= 14.71814 Å, c = 14.71814 Å, α =     ,   =     ,   =     , V = 3188.297 Å3 were 
obtained for Type II clathrate based on the final model. From the equivalent 
contributions of the two phases to the overall XRD data, the percentage 
composition of the clathrate mixture was found to be 21.6 % Na8 Si46 and 78.4 % 
Na24 Si136. The calculated density was 2.31 g/cm
3
 for Na8 Si46 and 2.28 g/cm
3
 for 
Na24 Si136. The details of the powder diffraction refinement are given in Table 7. 
The isotropic atomic displacement parameters, Uiso and atom positions for the two 
phases are listed in Tables 8 and 9. The observed and difference X-ray powder 
diffraction profiles are shown in Figure 28. 
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Table 7. Crystal data and structure refinement for Na clathrate powder XRD 
Formula Weight (amu) Type I            1475.6 
Type II           4370.64 
Temperature 298 K 
Wavelength 1.57 Å 
Crystal System Cubic 
Space Group Type I            Pm-  n 
Type II                 
Unit Cell Dimensions Type I            a = 10.19979Å            α =     
                       b = 10.19979Å              =     
                       c = 10.19979Å              =     
 
Type II           a = 14.71814 Å            α =     
                       b = 14.71814 Å              =     
                       c = 14.71814 Å              =     
Volume Type I            1061.144 Å
3
  
Type II           3188.297 Å
3
 
 ensity ρcalc Type I            2.31 g/cm
3
 
Type II           2.28 g/cm
3
 
  
Diffractometer Panalytical Xpert Pro MRD  
Radiation Source Fine focus  uKα 
Detector Distance 24.000 cm 
Step Size  . 1   
Total Steps 6152 
Total Measurement Time 11 min 
Data Collection Method 2θ scan 
  
2θ range for data collection 1 .     to   .  2   
Structure Solution Technique Direct 
Weighing Scheme Against lobs 
Profile Function Pseudo-Voigt 
Profile Base Width 4 
Least Squares Type Newton-Raphson 
  
Final Chemical Formula Type I            Na8 Si46 
Type II           Na24 Si136 
Final R indices:           Rexpected 
                                    Rprofile 
                                    Rwp 
11.94 
7.70 
10.13 
                        RBragg Type I            4.16 
Type II          2.56 
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Table 7. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 
(Å
2
) for Na8 Si46. 
Atom Site x/a y/b z/c Occupancy Uiso 
Si1 6c 0.25 0 0.5 1 0.5 
Si2 16i 0.1851 0.1851 0.1851 1 0.5 
Si3 24k 0 0.3077 0.1175 1 0.5 
Na1 2a 0 0 0 1 5.51 
Na2 6d 0.25 0.5 0 1 3.49 
 
Table 9. Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement parameters 
(Å
2
) for Na24 Si136. 
Atom Site x/a y/b z/c Occupancy Uiso 
Si1 2a 1.25E-01 1.25E-01 1.25E-01 1 0.211 
Si2 32c 0.7812 0.7812 0.7812 1 0.211 
Si3 96g 0.8167 0.8167 0.6284 1 0.211 
Na1 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 12.12 
Na2 16c 0 0 0 1 0.44 
 
 
Figure 30. XRD Refinement of silicon clathrate product after etching with 
NaOH; Peaks belonging to Type I clathrate are marked by “+” symbols. 
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  3.2.1.2.    Scanning Electron Microscopy and Elemental Analysis 
 SEM imaging of the powdered and ballmilled samples (Figure 29) showed 
particle sizes ranging from 1 to 10 µm. The composition of the clathrate samples 
were also determined by elemental analysis using Energy Dispersive 
Spectrometry (EDS). These values are tabulated in Table 10. The elemental 
analysis showed an average composition of 14.4 at % Na and 85.6 at % Si with a 
standard deviation of 3.2 %. This is in close agreement with the results obtained 
by Rietveld refinement, which showed a percentage-wise elemental composition 
of 14.96 at % Na and 85.04 at % Si. The closeness in the match between XRD 
and EDS analysis shows that the Na sites in the cages are mostly full.  
 
        (a)      (b) 
Figure 31. SEM images of Na filled clathrate powder sample at (a) 2000x, and (b) 
5000x 
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Table 8. Elemental composition distribution of Na filled clathrate powder, 
as determined by EDS 
 Na Si 
 7.41 92.59 
 9.401709 90.59829 
 11.52 88.48 
 11.99 88.01 
 14.54183 85.45817 
 14.95782 85.04218 
 15.02 84.98 
 15.65 84.35 
 16.05 83.95 
 16.08 83.92 
 16.29779 83.70221 
 16.94 83.06 
 17.50437 82.49563 
 18.59644 81.40356 
 
   Average     14.42571 85.57429 
     Std. Deviation 3.2%    
 3.2.2.    Electrochemical Characterization 
 Electrochemical measurements previously carried out by Langer et al.
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showed that lithiation was possible in Na filled Type II clathrates, and that the 
first lithiation cycle could yield capacity as high as 1300 mAh/g. Further 
investigation of the electrochemical characteristics of the Na filled clathrates were 
carried out in this work. Numerous tests were performed on the clathrate 
electrodes against a Li counter-electrode using varying parameters and techniques. 
These are categorized and individually explored in the following sections. 
3.1.3.1.    Electrochemical Cycling and Cycle Life  
 GCPL and PCGA measurements carried out on the clathrate sample 
showed that, despite a high extent of lithiation in the first cycle, the capacity 
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values dropped drastically in the subsequent cycles. This behavior was seen 
across many different clathrate electrodes tested at two different current densities 
(5 µA/mg clathrate and 25 µA/mg clathrate). These observations are illustrated in 
Figures 30 - 33. No drastic change in the capacity and cycle life was found 
between electrodes tested at 5 µA/mg and 25 µA/mg current densities, indicating 
that kinetics does not play a role in the poor cycling efficiency. Uneven 
distribution of clathrate particles on the Cu collector film was ruled out, based on 
the SEM images (Figure 30) that showed fairly uniform particle size and spacing 
of the clathrate among the carbon black and PVDF in the composite electrode. 
 
       (a)       (b) 
Figure 32. SEM images of composite electrode showing clathrate distribution 
with PVDF and carbon black at magnification (a) 800x, and (b) 5000x 
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Figure 33. Cycle life (a), Coulombic efficiency (b) and GCPL cycling (c) of 
clathrate sample (cell# 15.5, I = 25 µA/mg); Drop in cycle life by over 60% after 
1
th
 cycle 
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Figure 34. Cycle life (a), Coulombic efficiency (b) and PCGA cycling (c) of 
clathrate sample (cell# 15.7, I = 25 µA/mg); Drop in cycle life by over 60% after 
1
th
 cycle 
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Figure 35. Cycle life (a), Coulombic efficiency (b) and PCGA cycling (c) of 
clathrate sample (cell# 12.3, I = 5 µA/mg); Drop in cycle life by over 80% after 
1
th
 cycle 
 
 Another observation that can be made is the remarkable similarity of the 
first lithiation curve of the clathrate to that of c-Si. A flat plateau is observed at 
around 0.120 V vs. Li/Li
+
, similar to the plateau observed during lithiation of c-
Si
56
. However, since the XRD patterns showed that c-Si was etched away, and no 
features consistent with lithiation of a-Si were observed, these electrochemical 
features are likely from the reaction of Li with the clathrates. The delithiation 
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curve shows a plateau at ~ 0.42 V, which is similar to that observed in the 
delithiation of c-Li15 Si4
56
, although at a slightly lower voltage. The prior study by 
Langer et al.
48
 reported lithiation capacities of 1300-1600, and did not show any 
discharge curves. In this work, we observed first cycle lithiation capacities 
ranging from 1450 – 2400 mAh/g, and discharge capacities from 1250 mAh/g (25 
µA/mg current) to just over 250 mAh/g (25 µA/mg current), resulting in 
Coulombic efficiencies from 50% to as low as 30%. Our results show that 
discharge of lithiated silicon clathrate is indeed possible, although the poor 
Coulombic efficiency and cycling efficiency associated with them indicate a 
possible pulvarization of the sample due to phase transformation and the volume 
change that accompanies the transformation, very similar to what is observed in 
micron-sized Si particles
71
.  
3.1.3.2.    Electrochemical Potential Spectroscopy 
In order to better understand the electrochemical lithiation and delithiation 
features of Na-filled silicon clathrates, differential capacity vs potential plots were 
obtained from the PCGA cycling data and compared to those of c-Si and a-Si. 
Figure 34 (a-b) show the first and second cycle respectively, of the clathrate 
electrode, cycled at 25 µA/mg current density compared with the first cycles of c-
Si and a-Si. Figure 35 (a-b) show the first and second cycle respectively, of the 
clathrate electrode, cycled at 5 µA/mg current density compared with the first 
cycles of c-Si and a-Si. The dQ values were scaled to account for the different 
capacities observed for Si and clathrate. The unscaled over-all dQ vs potential 
plots of the clathrate electrodes are shown in Figure 36 (a-b).  
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 (a)         (b) 
Figure 36. Differential charge plots of clathrate (cell# 15.7) compared to c-Si and 
a-Si using 25 μA/mg for (a) first cycle and (b) second cycle 
 
 
 
    (a)      (b) 
Figure 37. Differential charge plots of clathrate (cell# 12.3) compared to c-Si and 
a-Si using 5 μA/mg for (a) first cycle and (b) second cycle 
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Figure 38. Unscaled differential charge plots (a) 25 μA/mg, (b) 5 μA/mg 
 
 Overall, the dQ plots of the first cycle look very similar to that of c-Si. 
Lithiation of c-Si is characterized by a transformation to amorphous LixSi in a two 
phase reaction in the first charge, followed by conversion to c-Li15Si4 at voltages 
below 50 mV vs. Li/Li
+56
. Delithiation of c-Li15Si4 occurs as a two-phase reaction 
to form amorphous Si (a-Si) at the end of the discharge. These two phase 
reactions are seen as peaks in the dQ vs potential plots. The close similarity of the 
peaks observed in c-Si to those of clathrate suggest that it is undergoing a similar 
reaction mechanism. There is also a small peak at ~ 0.3 V on the clathrate 
discharge curve, which does not appear on the c-Si curve. The second charge 
shows two broad peaks which is similar to a-Si. The discharge peak in the second 
discharge peak is also identical to that of a-Si, although the position is slightly 
shifted. When performing cycling with the 5 μA/mg current density, the voltage 
hysteresis between the charge and discharge decreased from 0.28 V to 0.25 V, but 
the other features remained largely the same.  
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 In the results previously reported by Langer et al.
48
, an initial plateau was 
observed at 0.3 V vs Li/Li
+
 during the charging step, at about 100 mAh/g capacity. 
This feature was attributed to the filling up of the mostly empty cages to 24 Li 
ions per unit cell, as the starting material was Na1.3 Si136. This plateau was missing 
in our work as that cages was fully filled with Na to begin with, and hence, all 
excess Li ions inserted were attributed to a sloped curve around 0.25 V, 
suggesting a single phase reaction. This single phase reaction corresponds to the 
amorphization of the material, similar to the mechanism seen in c-Si.  
3.1.3.3.      X-Ray Diffraction of cycled cells 
 XRD measurements were performed ex-situ on the lithiated and 
delithiated clathrate electrodes to confirm the amorphization process. Cells cycled 
at 25 µA/mg current were used for the analysis. It was observed that the 
reflections by the Type I and II components of Na filled clathrate decreased in 
intensity and reflections of c-Li15Si4 started to appear after lithiating to about 1300 
mAh/g (Figure 37 a-b). Based on the percentage composition of the clathrate from 
Rietveld refinement, the molecular weight was approximated as 3790 g/mol. The 
number of mols of Li ions inserted per mol of clathrate, based on the capacity and 
molecular mass of clathrate was calculated to be 184. This gave rise to a Li:Si 
ratio of 1.6.  
 For a cell lithiated to 1770 mAh/g and then partially discharged, the c-
Li15Si4 peaks disappeared and no new reflections were observed. (Figure 37 c), 
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indicating that the material transformed into an amorphous phase during 
delithiation.  
 
Figure 39. XRD pattern of clathrate films on Cu; (a) prior to cycling, (b) 
after lithiation, (c) after lithiation and delithiation. Inset in (b) and (c) 
show corresponding galvanostatic cycling curves. 
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4. Conclusion 
The electrochemical characteristics of two different classes of silicon 
clathrates, Type I Bax Aly Si46-y and Type II Nax Si136, were studied as potential 
anode materials for Li ion batteries. The Type I clathrate materials were 
successfully synthesized from the elemental precursors by arc-melting and 
annealing techniques. The Type II clathrates were synthesized by annealing of the 
precursor Zintl phase under vacuum. Impurities such as Si and silicides were 
successfully removed to give a pure phase clathrate. While the synthesis methods 
for Ba filled Al substituted Si clathrate (Bax Aly Si46-y) gave only the Type I 
product, the vacuum annealing method for producing Type II Na filled Si 
clathrates (Nax Si136) always gave a mixture of the Type I and II phases. A product 
containing mostly Type II clathrate was obtained by varying the process 
parameters, although there still remained about 20% Type I clathrate in the 
product.  
 The products obtained from the synthesis process were characterized using 
X-Ray diffraction (XRD) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) tools of a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). XRD revealed highly crystalline phase of 
Type I Ba filled clathrate from both synthesis processes. Rietveld analysis and 
EDS were used to determine percentage of Al doping and occupancy of Ba in the 
cages.These yielded average stoichiometries of Ba6 Al14 Si32 for the annealed 
sample, and Ba6 Al10 Si36 for the arc-melted sample. XRD of the Type II reaction 
product revealed a two phase mixture of Type I and II Na filled clathrates. 
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Rietveld andlysis and EDS helped estimate the relative percentages and 
stoichiometries of the two phases. The product consisted of 21.6% Na8Si46 and 
78.4% Na24Si136.  
 Electrochemical measurements performed on the Type I Ba filled 
clathrates showed that these clathrates could be lithiated reversibly without 
breaking down the clathrate structure. Increasing the current density improved the 
cycling efficiency and Coulombic efficiency, while causing a drop in the 
maximum lithiation capacity. The optimal current density of 5  μA/mg produced 
good cycling tendency, with the cycling efficiency staying at over 80% for over 
20 cycles. A first lithiation capacity of 400 mAh/g was obtained for this 
configuration, while subsequent cycles maintained lithiation capacities of close to 
280 mAh/g. XRD of a fully lithiated and a fully lithiated, then delithiated cell 
showed that the crystal structure of the clathrate was intact, indicating the 
robustness of the clathrate under Li insertion. Prelithiation of the clathrate 
electrodes showed that direct lithium insertion via surface diffusion is possible for 
clathrates. Delithiation and subsequent cycling of prelithiated cells indicated 
larger capacities than the electrochemically lithiated cells, but showed poor 
cycling tendency. XRD of prelithiated cells showed that the clathrate structure 
was intact and stable after prelithiation. 
 Electrochemical measurements performed on the Na filled clathrates 
showed very large first cycle lithiation capacities, in the order of 3000 mAh/g, but 
the capacities dropped drastically after that. Coulombic efficiency and cycle life 
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were poor, with capacity dropping to less than 40% of first cycle capacity in the 
second cycle. XRD studiesof cycled cells showed the formation of c-Li15 Si4 
during lithiation and disappearance of the clathrate reflections, indicating the 
decomposition of the clathrate structure, similar to c-Si.  
  Silicon clathrates are a promising anode material for Li ion 
batteries, and possibly Mg ion and Na ion batteries too, considering that many 
different kinds of alkali and alkaline earth metals can occupy the voids in the 
clathrate structure. Further research on the mechanism of Li insertion will help 
explain the reason behind the average cycling performance of clathrates. Type II 
clathrates may also be further explored as prospective anode materials, possibly 
by stabilizing the structure by doping with other elements. In-situ XRD and TEM 
studies during cycling of clathrates may also be worthwhile.  
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Sample Name 
Half-cell 
Number 
Half-cell 
series 
number 
Type of Battery 
Testing 
Current 
(µA/mg 
clathrate) 
Prelithiation 
Time 
(hours) 
Annealed Ba-
clathrate 
7.5 7.XX GCPL 25 N/A 
7.8 7.XX PCGA 25 N/A 
Arc-Melted 
Ba-Clathrate 
20.3 20.XX GCPL 25 N/A 
20.12 20.XX GCPL 5 N/A 
20.16 20.XX GCPL 50 N/A 
20.17 20.XX GCPL 100 N/A 
20.19 20.XX GCPL 100 N/A 
Arc-Melted 
Ba-Clathrate* 
P17 PXX 
Prelithiation & 
GCPL 
25 4 
P24 PXX 
Prelithiation & 
GCPL 
25 6 
P15 PXX 
Prelithiation & 
GCPL 
25 15 
P23 PXX 
Prelithiation & 
GCPL 
25 24 
P3 PXX 
Prelithiation & 
GCPL 
25 48 
Vacuum 
Annealed Na-
Clathrate 
15.5 15.XX GCPL 25 N/A 
15.7 15.XX GCPL 25 N/A 
12.3 12.XX GCPL 5 N/A 
*half-cells made for prelithiation from same sample set as other arc-melted cells 
 
